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Abstract

As the internet continues to spread as a crucial element of social infrastructure, more and 
more people are shopping online. Online sites that formerly dealt with such specific prod-
ucts as books and clothing have expanded to mall-type shopping sites by incorporating var-
ious kinds of stores. This transition has made product searches by users more complicated 
and prolonged. In this paper, we propose a method that analyzes the transition patterns of 
the product-specificity of queries in a product-searching b ehavior. As a key concept in our 
proposed method, we adopt the notion of information content, which represents the amount 
of information contained in a query, to quantitatively define product-specificity. We con-
ducted an experiment on an actual shopping log dataset to confirm the effectiveness of our 
proposed method. The result demonstrates that the proposed method extracts illuminating 
behavioral patterns such as “narrowing-down behavior” that keeps adding query words and 
“expanding behavior” that keeps removing query words to increase the search results.
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1 Introduction

Due to the spread of online shopping sites, opportunities to purchase products from online 
sources continue to increase. If such online sites were actual stores, desired products could 
be narrowed down before being purchased based on consultation with a clerk. If a user’s 
desired product is not clear, people can window-shop at several stores to find items that sat-
isfy their shopping desires. However, in online shopping, all purchasing behaviors must be 
performed through such network terminals as personal computers and smartphones. Users 
iterate between narrowing down product choices by keyword searches and checking prod-
ucts by browsing product lists on screens. Unlike experiences with informative, intelligent 
store clerks, unless an adequate keyword is given, the number of products in the search 
result may be too large or too small for browsing, inconveniencing the user [19]. There-
fore, determining efficient, useful search keywords is a  critical requirement in purchasing 
behavior in online shopping.

Search keywords include language of various product-specificity: words that refer to a 
specific product or brand, such as “iPhone8,” words that indicate a product category, such



as “smartphones” and “winter coat,” and words that co-occur with all other words, such
as “free shipping” and “outlet products.” Users enter such search keywords alone or in
a phrase as a query and modify it while viewing the obtained results until they find their
desired product.

In this paper, we propose a method that characterizes searching behavior by examin-
ing the transition of the product-specificity levels of search queries issued by a user. Our
proposed method’s key concept is a query’s “information content,” which represents the
amount of information contained in a given query. We adopt information content as a mea-
sure of a query’s product-specificity to characterize the searching behavior. We define a
sequence of purchasing queries continuously input by users as a session and propose a
method that analyzes the item-searching behavior of users from the pattern of the amount
of query information content in it.

A common search word frequently entered by many users only has slight information
content value. Contrarily, a search word that is occasionally entered by a specific user,
for example, the name of a specific product model, tends to have higher information con-
tent value. We experimentally examined the effectiveness of our proposed method using
an actual dataset. In this paper, we report that the proposed method identified interest-
ing searching behavior tendencies, which include “narrowing-down behavior” that keeps
adding query words and “expanding behavior” that keeps removing them to increase the
search results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work is described
to clarify the position of this paper. In Section 3, we propose a method that analyzes item-
searching behavior based on the product-specificity of queries. In Section 4, we show our
experimental results that applied our proposed method to an actual search log in an online
shopping mall. In Section 5, we scrutinize our results and draw insights. We describe our
conclusion in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Many studies have analyzed user search behaviors for applications that provide naviga-
tional support [12, 20, 25] and arrange personalized search results [18, 27, 28, 29]. Many
insights have been particularly reported in web search behavior [10, 13]. Broder [8] clas-
sified web search queries into three classes: navigational query, which directly goes to a
specific website; informational query, which seeks information; and transactional query,
which wants to take an action like a purchase or a download. Jansen and Booth [15] added a
second-level classification of four categories to Broder’s taxonomy: directed queries, which
directly ask a question; undirected queries, which only specify a broader topic; list queries,
which list something; and find queries, which seek a website that satisfies the user. Levene
and Loizou [17] focused on continuous web interaction (i.e., sessions) during web surfing
and suggested that users often engage in confusing search behaviors. They developed a
method that calculates the extent to which a user’s search session has a specific direction
for its purpose based on the entropy of a Markov chain of the visited websites. Although
these insights are related to the analysis of user behaviors on online shopping sites, mis-
matches do occur because online shopping is more specific than general web searches and
users behave differently.

Analysis that focuses on user behaviors at online shopping sites is also useful for send-
ing appropriate messages or supporting site navigation by stores [20]. Other studies [20, 24]
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reported that user behaviors in online shopping can be classified into the following patterns:
a buying pattern where users directly go to purchase a specific item; a browsing pattern
where users compare and consider what to buy; a searching pattern where users look for
something to buy; and a knowledge-building pattern where users collect information about
a shop’s items. They confirmed that their classification works well by analyzing actual data
and applying an unsupervised clustering method. In contrast, Sondhi et al. [26] applied
a data-driven approach and derived five categories from a clustering analysis: shallow ex-
ploration, major-item shopping, targeted purchases, minor-item shopping, and hard-choice
shopping. A session’s features, which are used in the clustering method in these analyses,
are based on such action types as the number of query searches, the number of page views,
and the number of times the item categories are changed. In this paper, we focus on the
transition of the contents of queries that are issued in a session and provide new insight
from a different perspective compared with the classification in these studies.

Some Studies including ones by Huang and Efthimiadis [11], Juiang and Ni [16], and
others [1, 5, 14, 23] focus on query reformulations in search sessions. In these studies,
query reformulations (e.g., adding or replacing words) are classified from multiple aspects
and associated with contextual information such as user’s satisfaction, the number of search
results, etc. In contrast to this line of work that classifies the query formulation itself, we
attempt to classify whole search sessions by using features based on the series of query
reformulations. The work that is the most similar to ours is one by Nozaki and Satoh [21],
which proposed a method that classifies search sessions in online shopping sites by using
time-series features of search actions such as issuing a query and clicking a search result.
The important difference of our work from Nozaki’s [21] is that we look into the query
contents at word level. By making use of the word-level features, our proposed method
draws a new insight from search logs in the online shopping domain.

The existing studies also suggest that a query’s keywords play a significant role in a
session. Zhai et al. [31] applied an unsupervised parsing algorithm to queries made at
a shopping site and suggested that keywords can be naturally classified into several roles.
Some studies such as ones by Cummins [9], Barathi and Shanmugam [3] apply topic models
to search queries for extracting topically coherent word groups. We analyze the transition
of keywords and focus on the product-specificity of queries that deliver different insights
from the previous analysis.

3 Session Analysis based on Product-Specificity

3.1 Overview

We assume that a large amount of query logs is available for analyzing user purchase be-
havior. Each query log is a tuple of timestamp t, user ID u, and query q. q is regarded as a
set of words (e.g., q = {usb, 64GB}). We denote the set of all possible words in a dataset
by V so that q is expressed as a member of 2V .

Our proposed method (Figure 1) is composed of the following steps:

• calculate the information content of the query word;

• extract search sessions;

• calculate the query’s information content;

• classify the session behavior.
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Figure 1: Method overview

3.2 Information content of query words

An event’s information content is a measuring index that represents the amount of informa-
tion gained from its observation. The information content of event e is defined as− log p(e),
where p(e) is its probability. When p(e) is small, which means event e is rare, event e will
get information content with a higher value. Conversely, the information content of a fre-
quent event will have lower value. In the proposed method, we apply information content
to query words by regarding their occurrence as a probabilistic event. This is because the
probability of query words is closely related to product-specificity that we are analyzing in
this paper. Query words that are frequently input by many users are general words for item
searches in shopping malls. On the other hand, words that are seldom entered are specific
terms that identify an item. Another important reason for applying information content is
that it can be added when multiple words are used in a query.

Information content I(w) of word w ∈ V is calculated by the following equation:

I(w) = − log p(w). (1)

The probability of word w is estimated by maximum likelihood estimation using an entire
log dataset, as follows;

p(w) =
n(w)

∑w′∈V n(w′)
,

where n(w) is the number of occurrences of word w.
The distribution of the query words in the logs is shown in Figure 2, where the entire

tendency follows a power law. Almost 1,000 words were input more than 5,000 times, and
about 100,000 words were input over 30 times.

The definition of information content is essentially the same as inverse document fre-
quency (IDF), which is usually employed in information retrieval and text mining. We
prefer to call this quantity information content because we need to deal with queries that
contain multiple words. As we explain in section 3.4, we can treat a query as an event where
multiple words jointly occur whose information content can be defined in a more natural
way than by combining multiple IDF values of different words. However, since these two
notions are mathematically identical, mentioning them gives a different perspective for the
proposed method.

3.3 Extraction of search sessions

A search session is a series of search actions for reaching a particular item desired by a user.
Search sessions are extracted from search logs by the following process [6, 7]:
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Figure 2: Number of words used

• classify the search logs by user IDs;

• sort the classified search logs by time;

• scan the sorted search logs.

– If their time difference is less than 30 minutes, they are categorized
as identical sessions.

– If it exceeds 30 minutes, they are treated as separate sessions.

We denote the set of extracted sessions by S and each session by s = (t1,u1,q1), . . . ,
(tLs ,uLs ,qLs) where ti < ti+1 and ui = u j for all 1 ≤ i < Ls and 1 ≤ j ≤ Ls. Ls indicates
the length of session s. Table 1 shows an example of the extraction of search sessions.

Table 1: Example of search sessions
User ID Time stamp Query Session ID
00001 2017-04-06 16:36:12 apple 1
00001 2017-04-06 16:36:22 apple juice 1
00001 2017-04-06 16:39:22 apple juice 500 ml 1
00001 2017-04-06 16:42:04 apple juice 1
00001 2017-04-06 16:43:31 fruit juice 1
00001 2017-04-06 17:24:27 usb 2
00001 2017-04-06 17:26:19 usb 64 GB 2
00001 2017-04-06 17:37:58 usb 128 GB 2
00002 2017-04-07 08:38:13 cola 3
00002 2017-04-07 08:38:43 cola 2L 3

...
...

...
...
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3.4 Information content of query

The information content of query q ∈ 2V is naturally defined as the sum of the information
content of each word I(w) where w ∈ q. The information content of query I(q) is defined:

I(q) = ∑
w∈q

I(w). (2)

An example of the information content of queries is shown in Table 2. In the proposed
method, we consider the sequence of the information content of queries as a feature of
a session and characterize the sessions based on their sequential patterns. The feature of
session s = (t1,u1,q1), . . . , (tLs ,uLs ,qLs) is denoted by f (s):

f (s) = I(q1), . . . , I(qLs) (3)

We apply time-series clustering to the set of features { f (s)|s ∈ S} to determine the patterns
of the session behaviors as we explain in the next section.

Table 2: Example of information content of query
User ID Session ID Query I(q)
00001 1 apple 3.1110
00001 1 apple juice 5.1120
00001 1 apple juice 500 ml 10.1125
00001 1 apple juice 5.1120
00001 1 fruit juice 4.5450
00001 2 usb 1.2569
00001 2 usb 64 GB 5.4458
00001 2 usb 128 GB 5.7569
00002 3 cola 0.5456
00002 3 cola 2L 1.7126

...
...

...
...

3.5 Clustering of session behavior

We apply a time-series clustering to sessions to form groups that have a similar sequential
pattern of the information content of queries. For the clustering of sessions, we adopt the
k-shape algorithm [22], which is a robust and efficient time-series clustering method based
on a shape-based feature. Before the clustering, we apply the following preprocessing steps
that include sampling, padding, and normalizing:

• Sampling: Our preliminary observation of the sequence of the information content
revealed primary patterns that prevent effective clustering of sessions. The most dom-
inant pattern is sessions that have few or no changes in the query words during the
search session. To avoid domination, we selectively sample sessions from groups
derived by a simple analysis to examine the trend of increasing or decreasing the
information content values. We apply linear regression to each sequence of the infor-
mation content values to characterize the session by the slope of the regression line.
The following is the sampling process:
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– For calculating slope feature g(s) for session s, linear regression is
applied to a set of points {(i, I(qi))|1 ≤ i ≤ Ls} (i.e., each point is
(x(i),y(i)) = (i, I(qi)) and the number of data points is Ls). The slope
of the obtained regression line is used as the value of g(s).

– We classify the sessions into groups by the slope feature g(s). The
groups are determined based on the distribution of the slope values
for all the sessions in the dataset, {g(s)|s ∈ S}.

– We randomly choose the same number of sessions from each group.

g(s) = 0 indicates that the user browsed the site without changing the queries during
session s. By sampling sessions from groups that have different ranges of g(s), we
expect to find salient sequential patterns more easily using time-series clustering.

• Padding: To apply the k-shape algorithm, the sequences of all the sessions must
be the same length. We align the length of the sessions by padding the informa-
tion content of the last query in the session at the end of the sequence until its
length equals the longest session maxs∈S Ls. For example, since the longest ses-
sion in Table 2 has length 5, the session of Session ID 2, which originally has a
sequence of information content (1.2569,5.4458,5.7569), is extended with padding:
(1.2569,5.4458,5.7569,5.7569,5.7569).

• Standardization: Since the scale of the magnitude of I(q) is varied over the sessions,
we standardize the information content so that the mean is zero and the standard devi-
ation is one. Given a sequence of the information content of queries I(q1), . . . , I(qLs),
the sequence of standardized values z1, . . . ,zLs is obtained:

zi =
I(qi)−µs

σs
, (4)

where µs =
1
Ls

∑
Ls
i=1 I(qi) and σ2

s = 1
Ls

∑
Ls
i=1(I(qi)−µs)

2.

After preprocessing the dataset, we apply the k-shape algorithm to the selected set of
sessions for clustering. The k-shape algorithm is a time-series clustering method based
on a shape-based distance, which is robust against various kinds of distortion [22]. By
obtaining the clusters of the sequences of information content, we expect to analyze the
patterns of searching behavior from the perspective of product-specificity transition. In the
next section, we empirically examine the effectiveness of the proposed method.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Dataset

We applied our proposed method to actual data and analyzed the user searching behaviors
with the log data of Ponpare Mall, a Japanese online shopping site provided by Recruit
Technologies Co., Ltd. Identical items are sold in different stores. The period of the logs
ran from January 1, 2016 to December 30, 2017. The logs have 24,582,912 queries in its
data. During the data period, 2,460,782 users accessed the Ponpare Mall. The number of
queries input by users is shown in Figure 3. The horizontal axis represents the cumulative
number of users. About 10,000 users input more than 200 queries, and about 100,000 users
input more than 3 queries.
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Figure 3: Number of queries input by users
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Figure 4: Length of search sessions

We extracted 4,628,521 search sessions by the method described in Section 3.3. The
length of the sessions is widely diverse, as Figure 4 shows. The number of short sessions is
larger than the number of long sessions.

We excluded sessions that were too long or too short from subsequent analysis to avoid
deleterious effects caused by padding. If the dataset to be analyzed includes sessions whose
length is too diverse, much shorter sessions than the long sessions will suffer from a loss
of sequential characteristics because of too many padded values. For this reason, we used
search sessions whose length ranges from 10 to 15. We found 316,325 such search sessions.

We classified these sessions into six groups based on the slope of the regression line
(i.e., session’s slope feature), as explained in Section 3.5. The slope feature’s distribution is
shown in Fig. 5. We determined the boundaries of the groups as −2.5, −1, 0, 1, and 2.5,
which means we made the following six groups of sessions: g(s) < −2.5, −2.5 ≤ g(s) <
−1, −1≤ g(s)< 0, 0≤ g(s)< 1, 1≤ g(s)< 2.5, and 2.5≤ g(s). We excluded the sessions
of g(s) = 0 in advance and randomly chose 250 sessions from each group.

To implement the linear regression, we used the implementation in the scikit-learn li-
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Figure 5: Distribution of slope of regression line

brary1. For the k-shape algorithm, we used the implementation in the tslearn library2. For
executing the k-shape algorithm, we set parameter k, which indicates the number of clus-
ters. We applied the k-shape algorithm with different k values to the dataset in a preliminary
experiment. As a result, we observed that k does not significantly affect the explainability
of the session clusters. In this paper, we report the result details for k = 6 to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method.

4.2 Result

Figure 6 shows the sessions grouped into six clusters. The horizontal axis indicates the time
points that correspond to the number of queries in a session. The vertical axis indicates the
query’s standardized information content issued at the corresponding time point. Each line
in the figure expresses a trajectory of the information content values in a single session. The
value in parentheses is the number of sessions in the cluster.

By looking at Figure 6, the information content values in clusters 3, 5, and 6 tend to
increase, and the values in clusters 1, 2, and 4 tend to decrease. The characteristics of each
cluster are described below:

• Cluster 1: 265 sessions belong to this cluster. The cluster has many
sessions showing zig-zag shape, which involves both the increase and
decrease of information content values, in comparison with other clusters.
Since the information content represents the product-specificity of the
queries, this kind of session may indicate that the user changed the mind
during it.

• Cluster 2: 53 sessions belong to this cluster. Most sessions in this cluster
contain a very high value of information content that exceeds 3. This
means that the users of these sessions searched with a very specific query
but changed to a more common query, perhaps because they failed to find
what they wanted.

1https://scikit-learn.org
2https://github.com/rtavenar/tslearn
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Figure 6: Clustering result
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• Cluster 3: 410 sessions belong to this cluster. In most sessions in it,
the information content values monotonically increase, which probably
indicates that the user kept narrowing down the search result to find a
specific product by changing the query.

• Cluster 4: 493 sessions belong to this cluster. It contains sessions that
have the opposite trend to sessions in cluster 3. The decrease of the infor-
mation content is typically an action that broadens the search result with
a more general query.

• Cluster 5: 210 sessions belong to this cluster. Although it has an increas-
ing trend in common with cluster 3, its information content grows in an
earlier phase. Perhaps the user suddenly found better keywords in these
sessions.

• Cluster 6: 69 sessions belong to this cluster. Its salient feature is the
lowest value of information content, which is less than −3, denoting that
a very general query was issued.

5 Discussion

5.1 Average trajectories

We plotted the average trajectories of the information content values in each cluster, as
Figures 7 and 8 show. Figure 7 shows the average trajectories of clusters 3, 5, and 6, which
are the “up group” that has an increasing trend of information content values. Figure 8
shows the average trajectories of the “down group” that has a decreasing trend.
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Figure 7: Average trajectories of the information content values in each cluster (up group)

As shown in Figure 7, the first query’s average value of the information content of clus-
ter 6 is the lowest in the up group, which means its sessions tend to begin with a general
query. Additionally in cluster 6, the average time point at which the information content
goes up is the earliest in the up group, which implies that its users quickly changed their
queries into highly product-specific ones. On the other hand, the information content value
in the average trajectory of cluster 3 slowly increases, which indicates that its users grad-
ually changed their queries toward more product-specific ones. The trajectory of cluster 5
goes up earlier than the trajectory of cluster 3, which is the same trend seen in Figure 6.

According to Figure 8, the first query’s average value of the information content of
cluster 2 is the highest in the down group. This indicates that its sessions tended to begin
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Figure 8: Average trajectories of the information content values in each cluster (down
group)

with a highly specific query. Its average trajectory also goes down quickly, which means
its users made the query more general in an early phase of the sessions. The information
content value in the trajectory of cluster 4 decreased slowly, which implies that the users
gradually changed the queries into more general ones.

We focused on the relationship between the information content values of the first and
last queries. According to Figure 7, the average information content values of both the
first and last queries in cluster 6 are the lowest in the up group, and both values in cluster
3 are the highest in the group. Figure 7 shows that the order of the value heights of the
information content between the first and last queries are identical. The order of the values
in the down group are also identical (Figure 8). The average information content of all the
clusters is shown in Figure 9. The clusters in the up group are shown as red lines, and blue
lines indicate those in the down group. The last query’s information content of the sessions
in the down group is lower than those in the up group.
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Figure 9: Average trajectories of the information content values in each cluster
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Table 3: Example of session in cluster 3
Query I(q)
xperia z5 10.74
xperia z5 case 16.35
xperia z5 case 16.35
xperia z5 case 16.35
xperia z5 so-01 case 28.15
xperia z5 so-01 case leather 35.75
xperia z5 so-01 case leather 35.75
xperia z5 so-01 case leather 35.75
xperia z5 so-01 case leather 35.75
xperia z5 so-01 case leather 35.75

Table 4: Example of session in cluster 4
Query I(q)
flannel rug high-resistance 24.65
flannel rug high-resistance 24.65
flannel rug high-resistance 24.65
flannel rug high-resistance 24.65
high-resistance rug 17.77
high-resistance rug 17.77
high-resistance rug 17.77
high-resistance rug 17.77
high-resistance rug 17.77
rug 8.10

Table 5: Example of session in cluster 5
Query I(q)
bargain 5.20
toothbrush 8.97
toothbrush spare 20.09
toothbrush spare 20.09
toothbrush spare brush 28.74
toothbrush spare brush 28.74
toothbrush spare brush 28.74
toothbrush spare brush 28.74
toothbrush spare brush 28.74
toothbrush spare brush 28.74
toothbrush spare brush 28.74
toothbrush spare brush 28.74
toothbrush spare brush 28.74

Table 6: Example of session in cluster 1
Query I(q)
wallet 6.28
wallet men’s 11.15
wallet men’s leather 20.87
wallet men’s leather 20.87
wallet men’s bi-fold 18.91
wallet men’s bi-fold 18.91
wallet men’s 11.15
wallet men’s 11.15
wallet bi-fold 14.04
wallet men’s 11.15
wallet 6.28
wallet bi-fold 14.04

5.2 Instance-based analysis

To confirm that the interpretations of the clusters’ characteristics reflect the actual situations
of the searching behaviors, we scrutinized the sessions in each cluster. Table 3 shows an
example of a session in cluster 3, which is one of the largest clusters. In this session, the user
seems to be looking for a smartphone case. At first, only the name of the smartphone model,
“xperia z5,” was provided, and then “case” is quickly added to the query. After a while, the
user discovered a more specific model number, “so-01,” and a keyword that specifies its
material, “leather,” is added. By looking at Figure 6, we can confirm that the sessions in
cluster 3 tend to have increasing information content value (i.e., product-specificity), which
is consistent with the query transitions in the example. Many other sessions in the cluster
have the same trend that narrows down the search results by adding words to the queries.

Table 4 shows a session in cluster 4, which is another large cluster. The session begins
with a specific type of rug with keywords that specify its material (“flannel“) and hardness
(“high-resistance”). However, the user does not seem satisfied with the products displayed
and gradually removes the words to expand the search results with broader conditions. This
behavior is well described by the trend in cluster 4 shown in Figure 6. Such expanding
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Table 7: Example of session in cluster 6

Query I(q)
carpet 9.80
carpet 3 square meters wood flooring 30.43
carpet 3 square meters wood flooring 30.43
carpet 3 square meters wood flooring 30.43
carpet 3 square meters wood flooring 30.43
carpet 3 square meters wood flooring 30.43
carpet 3 square meters wood flooring 30.43
carpet 5 square meters wood flooring 30.49
carpet 5 square meters wood flooring 30.49
carpet 5 square meters wood flooring 30.49
carpet 5 square meters wood flooring 30.49
carpet 5 square meters wood flooring 30.49
carpet 5 square meters wood flooring 30.49

Table 8: Example of session in cluster 2

Query I(q)
nintendo 2ds yellow ftr-s-yadn 41.58
nintendo 2ds 12.70
nintendo 2ds yellow ftr-s-yadn 41.58
nintendo 2ds 12.70
nintendo 2ds 12.70
nintendo 2ds 12.70
nintendo 2ds 12.70
nintendo 2ds 12.70
nintendo 2ds 12.70
nintendo 2ds 12.70

behavior that broadens the product-specificity of a search can also be observed in many
other sessions in the cluster.

Table 5 shows an example of a session in cluster 5. The session starts with a very general
query, “bargain,” without specifying any product. The user looked at the first search result
and perhaps remembered that a toothbrush is needed, and then added more specific words
“spare brush” to the query. The salient feature of cluster 5 in the plot of Figure 6 is a
trend that increases the information content in an earlier phase. The example explains why
the information content rises so quickly: a lack of a concrete idea about what to purchase.
Many similar examples can be found in cluster 5.

Table 6 shows an example of a session in cluster 1. The user keeps adding and removing
keywords, probably because he or she does not have a strong preference for wallet type. As
a result, the information content value fluctuates. Such searching behavior can often be
observed in cluster 1 and shows consistent characteristics in the plot of Figure 6.

Table 7 shows a session in cluster 6. Here the user starts with a general query, “carpet,”
but instantly adds very specific keywords, probably based on checking the first search re-
sults. In this cluster, we found many similar searching behaviors that issue a general query
in the first search and add highly product-specific words. In such sessions, users spend the
most time checking products with specific properties. This trend is also consistent with the
plot in Figure 6.

Table 8 shows an example of a session in cluster 2. The session begins with a specific
model of game hardware (“ftr-s-yadn” is the name of a limited edition of “nintendo 2ds” that
is yellow). However, the user removed the model name and started to look for a standard
“nintendo 2ds” model perhaps because he or she did not like the first target very much. The
same tendency, which issues highly product-specific queries and changes them to general
queries, can be observed in many sessions in cluster 2.

Overall, in every cluster, we confirmed interesting search behavior tendencies in terms
of product-specificity. Since each tendency is consistent with the interpretation of Figure 6,
we conclude that clustering by our proposed method effectively characterizes the searching
behaviors based on the product-specificity of queries.
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5.3 Related methods

We clarify the essential differences between our proposed method and some related existing
methods based on the examples in the experiment.

• The studies on query reformulation attempt to uncover the reason why the user changed
the query. For example, the method proposed by Jiang and Ni [16] estimates the cor-
relation between individual query reformulations and observable session-level vari-
ables (e.g., the type of specified task that the user is engaging currently) by using hi-
erarchical logistic regression. While this kind of method can attribute the individual
(local) query reformulation to some hidden reasons, the session-wide (global) char-
acteristics, such as “narrowing-down behavior” and “expanding behavior”, cannot be
estimated.

• From the perspective of text analysis, one of the relevant work is the study that applies
topic modeling (e.g., latent Dirichlet allocation [4], biterm topic model [2, 30], etc.)
to queries by regarding them as bags of words. For instance, the method proposed
by Cummins [9] analyzes query words by using topic models to uncover hidden cor-
related word groups as topics. This method is useful to extract knowledge such as
“nintendo” and “2ds” are in the same group of words that are frequently used in the
same context, which is yet a different target from ours.

• The method proposed by Nozaki and Satoh [21] applies a clustering algorithm to the
set of search sessions in online shopping sites along with sequential features based
on a series of actions such as issuing a query and clicking a search result. Their
clustering algorithm yields clusters that basically correspond to how quickly users can
find a query that satisfies the user’s information need. For example, Nozaki’s method
intends to assign the same cluster to the sessions in Table 5 and Table 8 because
both sessions stop to change the query at the early phase. This example clarifies the
difference from our proposed method, which pays attention to the increase/decrease
of the product-specificity of queries and assigns different clusters to these sessions.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a method that analyzes searching behavior based on the product-specificity
of issued queries and its transition during a session. The proposed method consists of four
steps: (1) calculation of the information content of query words; (2) extraction of search ses-
sions; (3) calculation of the information content of queries; (4) clustering of session behav-
ior. From analysis results with actual data, we confirmed that the proposed method effec-
tively characterizes product-searching behavior based on the product-specificity of search
queries.

We need to develop a method that introduces another perspective to the product-specificity
analysis in future work. One of the promising directions is the application for user profil-
ing. Each user possibly tends to take a particular type of searching behavior characterized
by transitions of queries’ product-specificity. If we could develop a method that identifies
users’ tendencies in terms of product-specificity, it will help provide better product recom-
mendations or user navigations.
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